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ABSTRACT
Under person re-identification (Re-ID), a query photo of the target
person is often required for retrieval. However, one is not always
guaranteed to have such a photo readily available under a practical
forensic setting. In this paper, we define the problem of Sketch
Re-ID, which instead of using a photo as input, it initiates the query
process using a professional sketch of the target person. This is akin
to the traditional problem of forensic facial sketch recognition, yet
with the major difference that our sketches are whole-body other
than just the face. This problem is challenging because sketches
and photos are in two distinct domains. Specifically, a sketch is
the abstract description of a person. Besides, person appearance
in photos is variational due to camera viewpoint, human pose and
occlusion. We address the Sketch Re-ID problem by proposing a
cross-domain adversarial feature learning approach to jointly learn
the identity features and domain-invariant features. We employ
adversarial feature learning to filter low-level interfering features
and remain high-level semantic information. We also contribute
to the community the first Sketch Re-ID dataset with 200 persons,
where each person has one sketch and two photos from different
cameras associated. Extensive experiments have been performed on
the proposed dataset and other common sketch datasets including
CUFSF and QUML-shoe. Results show that the proposed method
outperforms the state-of-the-arts.
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Figure 1: Challenges of sketch Re-ID. Sketches lack color in-
formation and contain person’s outline information. (a-b)
Photos are affected by camera viewpoint. (b-c) Human pose
is various. (c-d) Photos are full of cluttered background. (e)
Person is occluded.

1 INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (Re-ID) aims to match a photo query of
the suspect within a gallery database. Despite great strides made,
a key problem that was often neglected lies with the availability
of such a photo query – it is commonplace that usable suspect
photos can not be readily obtained. This problem had long been
recognized by law enforcements, and have motivated research on
forensic facial sketches matching [15, 32] where a facial sketch
drawn by a professional artist according to the description of an
eyewitness is matched to a dataset of mugshot photos. In this pa-
per, we extend this challenging cross-domain matching problem
to person re-identification by proposing for the first time the prob-
lem of sketch re-identification (sketch Re-ID), where whole-body
sketches (other than just facial ones) are used to match against a
photo gallery database.

Sketch Re-ID is of great importance for law enforcement. For
example, when a criminal is witnessed but not be photographed
by a surveillance camera, a sketch Re-ID system can automatically
search all the surveillance videos to locate this criminal according to
an artist’s drawing. Consequently, police can cut down the number
of suspects quickly and focus on those potential suspects. Once a
suspect can be captured by a surveillance camera, his behaviors can
be analyzed and all the witnesses around him can also be tracked
successfully, which help police save lots of manpower and material.
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The Sketch Re-ID problem is a challenging task due to the large
domain gap between sketches and photos. As shown in Fig. 1, com-
paring to a photo with cluttered background, a sketch lacks color
information and contains person’s outline information and little on
texture information. Besides, a sketch shows the person with the
frontal view while a person photo can come from any camera and
can be affected by many factors such as camera view, human pose
and occlusion. Communication barriers between eye-witnesses and
artists also increase the gap of two domains. As a result, a sketch can
have a great discrepancy with the identical person photo. Resem-
bling person Re-ID, there are many similar persons for the gallery
set, which makes sketch Re-ID a more challenging problem. Finally,
although the sketch Re-ID problem is promising and important for
surveillance applications and public security, it is impracticable to
study mainly because of the lack of a fit-for-purpose dataset.

We address all above challenges by proposing a model for sketch
Re-ID and introducing a sketch Re-ID dataset. For the dataset, it
consists of 200 persons, and there are two photos from two differ-
ent cameras and one sketch for each person. For the model, we
propose a deep adversarial learning architecture to jointly learn
distinguishable identity features and domain-invariant features. Hu-
man visual system distinguishes a sketch from the matched photo
mainly by high-level semantic features. This is because the gap
between sketches and photos is very large. Some low-level features
cannot be regarded as distinguishable features between two do-
mains and even can disturb retrieval results. Namely, high-level
semantic features are truly domain-invariant features. Motivated
by this, the aim of our model is to filter low-level interfering fea-
tures which are quite sensitive for two domains. In our model, we
introduce a domain discriminator and two feature generators for
sketches and photos, respectively. The objective of domain discrim-
inator is to differentiate sketches from photos. The objective of
sketch feature generator is to generate features of sketches similar
to those of photos. And the objective of photo feature generator is to
generate features of photos similar to those of sketches. By playing
a min-max game between the domain discriminator and two feature
generators, those low-level interfering features especially sensitive
to domains are filtered while the generated features of sketches and
photos remain domain-invariant. In the training phase, we feed a
pair features of a photo/sketch pair into a domain discriminator.
Our model learns domain-invariant features by jointly optimizing
multiple objectives including classification loss, pairwise loss and
adversarial loss. In the testing stage, we use feature generators to
extract features and compute Euclidean distance between sketch
and photo features. Finally, we introduce the pre-training stage us-
ing auxiliary datasets to solve the data insufficiency problem. This
is because, despite we providing a large number of annotations for
the dataset, it is not sufficient to train a deep learning network.

Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We develop a
deep adversarial learning architecture to jointly learn identity fea-
tures and domain-invariable features by filtering low-level features
and remaining high-level semantic features. Experiments show that
our model obtains the state-of-the-art performance on the sketch
Re-ID dataset. And extensive experiments demonstrate that our
proposed cross-domain adversarial feature learning method also
shows remarkable performance on other two sketch-photo datasets,
including CUFSF dataset [32] and QMUL-shoe dataset [29]. (2) We

introduce a sketch Re-ID dataset containing 200 persons, in which
each person has one sketch and two photos. We believe that this
dataset opens up the opportunity for the research of this challenging
problem.

2 RELATEDWORK
This work is related to person Re-ID with deep models, cross-
domain image-to-image translation and fine-grained sketch-based
image retrieval. The following three subsections review someworks
on these parts separately.

2.1 Person Re-ID with Deep Models
Deep learning has become the popular method for person Re-ID
[1, 3, 9, 33, 36]. Most deep-learning-based person Re-ID models
can be divided into two sub-networks, namely, feature learning
sub-network and distance metric learning sub-network. For the
feature learning network, some researchers have adopted a classical
convolution neural network (CNN) like GoogleNet [25] and ResNet
[11] while others have designed their network architectures for par-
ticular purposes [34]. Instead of extracting deep features only from
the whole body, detailed part cues have recently been considered to
distinguish visually-similar persons. Some researchers learnt local
features frommultiple body parts of persons [26, 27], demonstrating
more effective than dividing person images into several fixed-length
strips [4]. Meanwhile, some other works [35, 37] focused on tack-
ling the pose variation problem. Zhang et al. [33] aligned persons
by dynamically matching the local part features from top to bottom
with the minimum total distance. Zheng et al. [37] took person
images generation to enhance the performance. Moreover, most of
these methods (e.g., [26, 33]) had multiple branches to learn global
features and local part features jointly. These branches promoted
each other to learn the detailed features. It should be noted that the
objective of our feature learning sub-network is not to focus on local
detailed features, but to learn high-level semantic domain-invariant
features where GoogleNet is used as the base network.

For the distance metric learning network, different losses such
as classification loss [26], pairwise verification loss [16] and triplet
ranking loss [4, 20] have been adopted. These losses were designed
to pull the similarity of those images from the same persons closer
and push different persons more distant. The feature learning net-
work optimized by these losses could generate more discriminative
identity features. However, some information among identity fea-
tures might be sensitive to domains such as color and low-level
texture information. Thus by introducing adversarial feature learn-
ing, our proposed framework can filter these sensitive information
and learn domain-invariant features.

2.2 Cross-domain Image-to-Image Translation
A large number of GAN-based models (e.g., [2, 13, 19, 28]) on cross-
domain image translation have been proposed recently. GAN [10]
plays a min-max game between generator F and discriminator D.
It is formulated as follows:

min
F

max
G

L = Ex∼pdata (x )[logD(x)]

+ Ez∼pz (z)[log(1 − D(F (z)))]
(1)
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed cross-domain adversarial feature learning approach. We have two feature generators
for sketches and photos, respectively. Thenwe feed two features into a domain discriminator. The losses output by the domain
discriminator are two opposite objectives. Meanwhile two intra-domain classifiers are trained for person label classification
and a pairwise verification network is introduced to judge whether they are the same person or not.

where the task of D is to distinguish training images and generated
images and the objective of F is to generate authentic images to
fool D. On this basis, many versions of GAN have been developed.
Phillip et al. [13] took an image as the condition of the genera-
tor and then successfully translate edge images into color images.
DualGAN [28] and CycleGAN [38] allowed to mutually learn distri-
butions of images between two domains to address the problem of
lacking human annotations. Basically, these GANs were designed
for image generating, and consequently features extracted from
those generated images were not effective enough for the cross-
domain retrieval task because GAN simply mimics data distribution.
Instead, CoGAN [18] took discriminator outputs to train a classifier,
while BiGAN [6] learnt an inverse mapping from training images to
the representation space and could learn useful features for image
classification. To learn more effective features for sketch Re-ID
which is essentially a cross-domain image-to-image translation
problem rather than an image classification problem, our gener-
ators try to generate useful features instead of images while the
discriminator is to distinguish features from the sketch domain and
photo domain. By playing a min-max game between the feature
generators and the discriminator, our model can map sketches and
photos into a domain-variant space.

2.3 Fine-Grained Sketch-Based Image Retrieval
There are many works [7, 8, 12, 31] focusing on category-level
sketch classification and sketch-to-photo retrieval. In [17], Li et
al. firstly adopted a deformable part-based model (DPM) repre-
sentation to address the fine-grained sketch-based image retrieval
(FG-SBIR) problem. Three datasets on fine-grained sketch-based

image retrieval (FG-SBIR) were released recently. Several FG-SBIR
models [21, 24, 29] were developed on these datasets. Yu et al. [29]
learnt an embedding space for sketch and photo domains. Song
et al. [24] employed the attention model and high order distance
function to solve the misalignment problem of two domains. Note
that in order to eliminate the gap between two domains, the models
in [24, 29] needed an additional preprocessing to extract edgeMaps
from photos. Pang et al. [21] employed the generative network to re-
construct sketches and a hybrid model to enhance the performance
of their discriminative network. Compared with these works, our
model employs adversarial feature learning to reduce domain gap,
as well as to extract domain-invariant features.

3 CROSS-DOMAIN ADVERSARIAL FEATURE
LEARNING

3.1 Problem Definition
Given a person sketch xs , the purpose of sketch Re-ID is to match
and return all person photos having the same label with xs from a
gallery photos set.

Assume we have a probe-sketch set of S person sketches X s =

{xsk ,y
s
k }

S
k=1, where xsk and ysk denote the sketch image and the

corresponding sketch label of the k-th person. And we also have
a gallery-photo set of P person photos Xp = {x

p
k ,y

p
k }

P
k=1, where

x
p
k and y

p
k are the photo and the corresponding photo label of

the k-th person. In the training stage, a sketch feature extractor
F s and a photo feature extractor Fp are learned. In the test stage,
given (xs ,y) ∈ X s , we extract the sketch representation as F s (xs )
and all gallery representations as {Fp (xpk )}

P
k=1, and then compute
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the similarity distance measured with euclidean distance between
F s (xs ) and each gallery representation. The objective function of
sketch Re-ID is formulated as follows:

min
P∑
k=1

∥F s (xs ) − Fp (x
p
k )∥

2
2qk (2)

where qk = 1 if y = ypk else qk = 0.
Aiming to deal with the large gap between sketches and photos,

we propose a cross-domain adversarial feature learning architecture
for sketch Re-ID. The architecture contains two parts, including
identity feature learning and adversarial feature learning. Identity
feature is distinguishable for different persons in one specific do-
main, while adversarial learning can make the feature distributions
from two domains similar. The two parts mutually enhance each
other. In the following, we will further describe the details of our
proposed architecture.

3.2 Joint Feature Learning Architecture
Our joint feature learning architecture is shown in Fig. 2. Our model
has two feature generators and takes a sketch/photo pair as input,
then learns features from two domains. We train two label classi-
fiers on the features from different domains, respectively. Besides, a
pairwise verification sub-network is trained to judge whether two
features belong to one identity. The discriminator receives features
from two domains and learns a classifier on domain labels. Mean-
while the adversarial feature learning needs to generate features
that are more distinguishable to identities but invariant to different
domains.

Existed person Re-ID methods [1, 3, 9, 33, 36] mostly focus on
the distinguishable identity feature learning of different persons.
However, the learned identity features often contain too much low-
level detailed information and thus cannot be directly applied to
the sketch domain, since a sketch is only the outline of the query
person. To solve this problem, we introduce the cross-domain adver-
sarial feature learning, which can reserve cross-domain high-level
features and filter the low-level details. We jointly optimize two
kinds of objectives with adversarial learning. Let LCs (F s ,Cs ) and
LCp (Fp ,Cp ) be the identity classifier losses of the sketch domain
and the photo domain, LV (F s , Fp ,V ) be the identity pairwise veri-
fication loss and LadvF (F s , Fp ,D) be the cross-domain adversarial
feature learning loss. The objective of our model is formulated as
follows:

min
F s ,Fp

Lf inal = LCs (F s ,Cs )

+ LCp (Fp ,Cp )

+ αLV (F
s , Fp ,V )

+ βLadvF (F
s , Fp ,D)

(3)

where F s and Fp are the feature generation networks of sketch
and photo, Cs and Cp are classification networks for sketches and
photos, respectively, V is the pairwise verification network and D
is the domain discriminator network. And α and β are weights of
the pairwise verification loss and the adversarial feature learning
loss.

In this formulation, the identity feature learning loss includes two
classification losses LCs (F sandCs ), LCp (Fp ,Cp ), and a pairwise
verification loss LV (F s , Fp ,V ), whose details are shown on sec. 3.3.

The cross-domain adversarial feature learning frame will be shown
on sec.3.4.

3.3 Identity Feature Learning
The two popular identity feature learning losses are classification
loss and pairwise verification loss. Our model has two feature
generators for sketches and photos, separately. For each domain,
our model trains an identity classifier. Assume we have a probe-
sketch set containing S persons, and a gallery-photo set contain-
ing P persons. Then the last FC-layer of Cs outputs Cs (F s (xsk )) =
[es1 , e

s
2 , ...e

s
S ] ∈ RS . The objective of the sketch classifier can be

formulated as follows:

min
F s ,Cs

LCs (F s ,Cs ) = −

S∑
i=1

log(zsi )q
s
i (4)

where zsk =
exp(esk )∑S
i=1 exp(e

s
i )

and qsi = 1 if i = ysk else qsi = 0.

Similarly, the objective of the photo classifier can be formulated
as follows:

min
Fp,Cp

LCp (Fp ,Cp ) = −

P∑
i=1

log(zpi )q
p
i (5)

where zpk =
exp(epk )∑P
i=1 exp(e

p
i )

and qpi = 1 if i = ypk else qpi = 0.

Moreover, we feed a generated feature pair into the pairwise
verification sub-network to verify whether the given sketch and
photo are regarding the same person or not. Assume the last FC-
layer ofV outputsV (Fp (x

p
n ), F

s (xsn )) = [e1, e2], and we have a set of
H sketch/photo pairs, then loss function of the pairwise verification
sub-network is summarized as bellow:

min
F s ,Fp,V

LV (F
s , Fp ,V ) = −

H∑
n

V (Fp (x
p
n ), F

s (xsn ))qn (6)

where qn = 1 if xsn and x
p
n are the identical person, otherwise

qn = 0.
We introduce above two sorts of losses to train a representation

that is distinguishable for different persons. However, these losses
cannot really solve the cross-domain problem. So we introduce
adversarial feature learning to address this problem.

3.4 Adversarial Feature Learning
We regard a representation as a domain-invariant feature when
a domain classifier cannot discriminate domains they come from.
The objective of the domain discriminator can be formulated as
follows:

max
D

LadvD (F
s , Fp ,D) = Ex s∼pdata (x s )[logD(F

s (xs ))]

+ Exp∼pdata (xp )[log 1 − D(Fp (xp ))]
(7)

where the label indicates the sketch domain.
At the same time, we train two feature generators to generate

robust features to the two domains, as well as to map two domain
images into an domain-invariant feature space by imitating the
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Figure 3: Examples of persons with sketches and photos
from two camera views. Sketches are shown on the first row,
and the middle and below rows show photos from camera
A and camera B, respectively. Three images of each column
are taken or drawn for the identical person.

distribution of two domains mutually. The objective for our feature
generators can be formulated as follows:

min
Fs ,Fp

LadvF (F
s , Fp ,D) = Ex s∼pdata (x s )[logD(F

s (xs ))]

+ Exp∼pdata (xp )[log 1 − D(Fp (xp ))]

+ Exp∼pdata (xp )[logD(F
p (xp ))]

+ Ex s∼pdata (x s )[log 1 − D(F s (xs ))]

(8)

It can be observed that the sketch feature generator is trained to
mimic the distribution of photo features and meanwhile the photo
feature generator is trained to imitate the distribution of sketch fea-
tures. The adversarial feature learning loss simultaneously optimize
F s and Fp .

Obviously, the objectives of the domain discriminator and the
feature generators are adversarial. It is impossible that the domain
discriminator and the feature generators can be both optimal. We
actually optimize the domain discriminator and the feature genera-
tors alternately.

4 SKETCH RE-ID DATASET
4.1 Dataset Construction
Till now, there are no the sketch Re-ID dataset available publicly.
To address this problem, we constructed a sketch Re-ID dataset in
this study. The dataset contains 200 persons, each of which has one
sketch and two photos. Some examples are shown on Fig. 3. To
ensure the dataset created for realistic surveillance system, photos
of each person were captured during daytime by two cross-view
cameras. We cropped the raw images (or video frames) manually
to make sure that every photo contains the one specific person.

Table 1: The numbers of sketches for each painting styles.
Labels of the painting styles correspond to Fig. 4. Data split
for the training set and testing set is shown on the last col-
umn.

Style Category Number Training:Testing
(a) 45 34:11
(b) 20 15:5
(c) 80 60:20
(d) 33 25:8
(e) 22 16:6

Total 200 150:50

To embody the forensic sketch-photo matching scene in reality,
some volunteers played the role of eyewitnesses and communi-
cated with professional sketch artists. As the eyewitnesses, these
volunteers described the suspect appearance after seeing the photo
for some time. Before the sketch artist painted the finished prod-
uct, he/she would modify the sketch several times according to
statements of eyewitnesses. We have a total of 5 artists to draw
all persons’ sketches and every artist has his own painting style.
Fig.4 shows some samples of all different styles. Table 1 shows the
numbers of sketches from different painting styles. Because the
painting style transfer is not considered as a part of the sketch Re-
ID problem, we randomly select 3

4 persons from each painting style
for training and 1

4 for testing to eliminate effects of painting styles.
Table 1 also reports the quantities of sketches for each painting
style contained in the training set and testing set. It can be observed
that the distribution of person sketches from five painting styles
is not uniform. Overall, we have 150 persons for training and 50
persons for testing.

We provide identity number (ID) annotations for every sketch
and every photo. More specifically, the identity number is unique
and all sketches and photos that contain the same person have the
same ID.

4.2 Comparison with Other Sketch Datasets
In Fig. 5, we compare our sketch Re-ID dataset with other two sketch
datasets including CUFSF dataset [32] and QMUL-shoe dataset [29].
CUFSF is a viewed face sketch-photo dataset, including 1194 per-
sons captured with lighting variations and its sketches were drawn
by an artist with shape exaggeration. While QMUL-shoe is a fine-
grained sketch-based image retrieval dataset which includes 419
shoes. These photos were collected from on-line shopping websites
and its sketches were free-hand drawn by crowd. Our sketch Re-ID
dataset and CUFSF dataset were designed for law enforcement and
thus their sketches were all drawn by professional artists. Their
difference is that CUFSF [32] is a face sketch-photo recognition
dataset while our sketch Re-ID dataset focuses on person bodies.
On the contrary, QMUL-shoe dataset was designed for the com-
mercial purpose, whose sketches were free-hand and were drawn
by amateurs. We can observe that the free-hand sketches are more
sparse which needs more pre-training data to avoid the over-fitting.
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Figure 4: Examples of different painting styles. There are to-
tal five styles. The sketches in the same columnbelong to the
same painting style. Here we show three sketches for each
style.

5 EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were conducted on the sketch Re-ID dataset to
evaluate the performance of our model. To further validate the gen-
eralization of our model on similar sketch-photo matching tasks, we
also performed the experiments on the other two publicly-available
sketch datasets, including CUFSF [32] and QMUL-shoe [29]. For
CUFSF dataset, we randomly selected 500 and 694 persons as train
and test set according to [32]. For QMUL-shoe dataset, we picked
304 sketch-photo shoe pairs for training and the rest were used for
testing.

5.1 Experiments Details
Our model was implemented on Caffe [14]. The two feature genera-
torsweremodified fromGoogleNet [25]. Each feature generatorwas
pre-trained on ImageNet [5]. The ‘pool5/7×7’ layer of GoogleNet
[25] is taken as the last layer of our feature generator. The two
classifier sub-networks consist of one fc layer, whose dimension is
the category number. The pairwise verification sub-network con-
sists of two fc layers, whose dimensions are 512 and 2, respectively.
The domain discriminator contains one convolution layer with 1×1
kernel size and two fc layers with dimensions 512 and 2 separately.

Inspired by [29] and [24], we handled the dataset insufficient
problem by pre-training on the public person Re-ID datasets, like
Market1501 [36], CUHK03 [16] and Dukemtmc [22]. In our ex-
periments, we pretrained our model on Market1501 [36] without

Figure 5: Examples of three sketch datasets. Sketches lack
color information and contain the outline information of
the give objects. (a) Our sketch Re-ID dataset. (b) CUFSF
dataset [32]. (c) QMUL-shoe dataset [29].

cross-domain adversarial feature learning module. Then we fine-
tuned our model on the sketch Re-ID dataset. Besides, we made
data augmentation by cropping a 224×224 image as input and we
did flipping with 0.5 probability. During the pre-training stage, the
learning-rate was initialed as 0.001, and set as 0.0005 in the fine-
tuning stage. When testing, we extracted outputs of the ‘pool5/7×7’
layer of GoogleNet [25] as features and computed the Euclidean
distance as the distance score of a sketch-photo pair.

5.2 Results on sketch Re-ID dataset
We have three baselines including one hand-crafted based model
and two deep models for this dataset. We perform the experi-
ments ten times and take the average as the final result. Dense-
HOG+LBP+rankSVM is the representation of hand-crafted based
model. HOG is the classical feature and LBP is an assistant fea-
ture for sketch recognition. We concatenate the two features and
a rankSVM is used to rank scores. Triplet SN [29] is the model de-
signed for free-hand object sketches. Follow [29], after pre-training
the model on edge-maps of ImageNet [5] and TU-Berlin dataset [7],
we extract edge-maps of person photos and feed these edge-maps
and person sketches into Triplet SN. GN Siamese [23] is a network
with two GoogleNet [10] branches optimized by pairwise verifica-
tion loss. The model is proposed by [23] as a baseline of learning
an embedding space of two domains. For fairness the model is pre-
trained on the public person re-identification dataset Market1501
[36]. All methods are evaluated by rank-1 accuracy. Performance
of these methods is shown on Table 2.

FromTable 2, we can see that twoGoogleNet-based deep learning
models are superior than other baselines and our model displays the
state-of-the-art performance. Moreover, our proposed cross-domain
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Table 2: Comparative results against other baselines on
sketch Re-ID dataset.

sketch Re-ID dataset rank1 rank5 rank10 rank20
Dense-HOG+LBP+rankSVM 5.1% 16.8% 28.3% 37.9%

Triplet SN [29] 9.0% 26.8% 42.2% 65.2%
GN Siamese [23] 28.9% 54.0% 62.4% 78.2%

our model 34.0% 56.3% 72.5% 84.7%

Table 3: Comparative results against other methods on
CUFSF dataset.

CUFSF dataset VR at 0.1% FAR
Single CITP [15] 93.95%
Single GS [15] 96.32%
Fused CITP [32] 98.70%
Fused GS [15] 99.14%
our model 99.46%

adversarial learning model is clear at rank1 around 5% increase
against GN Siamese without adversarial feature learning. The hand-
craft features-based model reports the worst result, which suggests
that hand-craft features do not work for this problem. Triplet SN
[29] is another inefficient baseline. This is because Triplet SN [29]
is specialized for object sketches. These objects are full-frontal, so
their edge-maps and sparse free-hand sketches are alike. However,
person sketch is distinct to photo edge-map and it needs a method
to bridge the gap between two domains.

5.3 Results on CUFSF dataset
For this dataset, we follow [15] and [32], the model is evaluated by
Verification Rate(VR) at 0.1% False Acceptance Rate(FAR). Accord-
ing to [15] and [32] we randomly select 500 persons for training
and 694 persons for testing. We choose four hand-crafted mod-
els which have excellent performance on this dataset. GS is a
domain-invariant descriptor proposed by [15] and it is computed
by applying Gabor filters to face images. [32] develops a coupled
information-theoretic projection(CITP) tree for converting a photo
or sketch into discrete codes.

The performances of all methods are shown on Table 3. The
results of four baselines are copied from [15] and [32]. We can
observe that though they perform well on this dataset, our model
outperforms the state-of-the-art method. This demonstrates that
our model is universal and can be applied to human body and face
sketch-based photo recognition.

5.4 Results on QMUL-Shoe dataset
For this dataset, we follow [24] and [29] and the percentage of
correctly predicting the true match at top-1 and top-10 is used as
the evaluation metrics. Table 4 reports performance of all com-
parable methods. According to [24] and [29], we choose HOG-
BoW+rankSVM and Dense-HOG+rankSVM as two compared hand-
crafted models. HOG features are popular hand-crafted features
for sketch recognition before deep features are generally used and

Table 4: Comparative results against other methods on
QMUL-Shoe dataset. DSSA Triplet result is copied from [24]
and other four baselines results are copied from [29].

QMUL-Shoe top-1 top-10
HOG-BoW+rankSVM 17.39% 67.83%
Dense-HOG+rankSVM 24.35% 65.22%
ISN Deep+rankSVM 20.00% 62.61%

Triplet SN [29] 39.13% 87.83%
DSSA Triplet [24] 61.74% 94.78%

our model 56.35% 92.64%

Table 5: Ablation study of adversarial feature learning on
sketch re-id dataset, QMUL-Shoe dataset and CUFSF dataset.
AFL is the abbreviation of adversarial feature learning.

sketch Re-ID dataset rank1 rank5 rank10 rank20
our model without AFL 30.1% 42.2% 60.6% 80.3%

our model 34.0% 56.3% 72.5% 84.7%

QMUL-Shoe top-1 top-10
our model without AFL 51.49% 90.17%

our model 56.35% 92.64%

CUFSF dataset VR at 0.1% FAR
our model without AFL 99.43%

our model 99.46%

many HOG features over grids are concatenated to form Dense-
HOG features. A Ranking SVM is a variant of the support vector
machine algorithm and is employed to compute the final rank-
ing scores. ISN Deep+rankSVM uses deep features learned from
Sketch-a-Net [30], and deep features are feed into a rankSVM to
calculate ranking scores. Triplet SN [29] is composed of three iden-
tical Sketch-a-Nets and is optimized by triplet ranking loss. DSSA
Triplet is the model of [24], which adds three models including
attention model, coarse-fine fusion and HOLEF loss to the model
of [29].

The performance of all methods suggests that deep models are
more effective than other methods. DSSA model [24] reports the
state-of-the-art performance, maybe cause edge-Maps and sparse
free-hand drawn sketches being too similar and they being consid-
ered as one domain. Besides, DSSA solves the misalignment of two
domains. Our model does not handle the misalignment in essence
while misalignment is common for the free-hand drawn sketch
dataset like QMUL-Shoe, our model performs less well than DSSA.
However, our model is designed to learn cross-domain features,
which is less useless than [24] for this problem.

5.5 Ablation Study
In our model, we have learned domain-invariant features by jointly
optimizing identity feature learning losses and adversarial feature
learning loss. We employ adversarial feature learning to filter inter-
fering features that learned by optimizing identity feature learning
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Figure 6: The retrieval results of our model and our model without adversarial feature learning(AFL) on three sketch datasets.
For each example, the top row is the result of our model and the bottom row is the result of our model without AFL.

losses. In order to evaluate the contribution of adversarial feature
learning, we compare our integral model with an elementary ver-
sion by removing adversarial feature learning(our model without
AFL). We conduct experiments on three datasets, respectively. Ta-
ble 5 reports the results on our sketch re-id dataset, QUML-Shoe
dataset and CUFSF dataset. The results show that adversarial feature
learning improves our proposed architecture.

5.6 Qualitative Results
We also provide examples of retrieval results of our model on three
sketch datasets in Figure 6, compared to our model without adver-
sarial feature learning. We can observe that our proposed model
focuses more on the overall outline with adversarial feature learn-
ing. For example, on the first example of sketch re-id dataset, the
correct person is retrieved as Rank 1 because our model concen-
trates on person’s outline with a pendant on the chest. Similarly
on shoes, by attending to the outline with shoelaces and heels, our
model can retrieve the correct shoe. About CUFSF dataset, instead
of employing the original evaluation criterion(VR at 0.1% FAR), we
show two examples by predicting the true match at rank-1. It can
be seen that with adversarial feature learning, our model focuses
on the high-level outline information.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce sketch Re-ID problem and this problem
is more challenging than person Re-ID. For the first time, we address
the sketch Re-ID by proposing a cross-domain adversarial feature
learning method. Our model can jointly learn identity features
and domain invariant features. Compared to other methods, our
model reports the state-of-the-art performance on the sketch Re-ID
dataset and CUFSF dataset and gains good results on the QMUL-
shoe dataset. Experiments demonstrate that our proposed model
is universal for person, face and object sketch retrieval problem.
For the absence of sketch Re-ID dataset, we present a sketch Re-ID
dataset containing 200 persons and each person includes one artist
drawn sketch and two photos captured by different cameras.
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